Capturing Dance
E i n TAN Z F O N D S ER B E P r o j e k t
The project “Capturing Dance – Dance Documentation as an Artistic Practice“
focuses on an approach to documenting dance as an art form, which is a novel
development in the field. Sine June of last year, the students at Hochschulübergreifendes Zentrum Tanz Berlin (HZT) and Kunsthochschule für Medien Köln (KHM)
have had the opportunity to explore and artistically illuminate the productive
reciprocal relationship between choreography, performance art and documentation
in collaboration with colleagues who already work in the field. The largely young
artists rely on interdisciplinary exchanges to develop alternatives to the documentary practices commonly used in the field of dance. This type of documentation
is generally produced retrospectively, primarily for the purpose of recording the
past. By contrast, the students have the explicit goal of expanding the spectrum
of documenting dance and performance art in the future.
The film “Concrete Park“ is the result of these artistic interactions, and was born
of the various collaborative activities and processes of the participants. It summarises the results of a year-long artistic research project. The premiere of the film
will be on 24 June, 2016 at Galerie Patrick Ebensperger / Luxoom, in the replica
of an installation which takes the form of a film studio. This was also specifically
the set of some of the individual artistic documentation projects. The studio was
designed by Felix Zilles-Perels, one of the participants of the project in cooperation
with PMG.
Station #1: Symposium
The intensive period of work on the artistic documentation of dance and performance art was divided into several phases. A private first meeting took place in
June of last year, at which the participating artists discussed their various approaches to their work. This was followed by a symposium entitled “Documentation
Art Performance – Conflict or Complement?“ at the Uferstudios in Berlin in October
2015, with known theorists in well attendance. The Berlin-based dance theorist
Franz Anton Cramer conceived the event. A lively debate took place between
academics Philip Auslander (US), Barbara Clausen (AT/CA), Barbara Formis (F),
Susanne Foellmer (DE), Boyan Manchev (BG/DE), Eric P. Morrill (US), artists
Christina Ciupke (DE), Phil Collins (UK/DE), Hannah Dörr (DE), Babette Mangolte
(F/US) and the large audience.
The symposium – “Station #1” of the project – focused on the theoretical issues
that engendered “Capturing Dance”. At the beginning of the 1990s, Peggy Phelan
was still claiming that the practice of performance art is ephemeral in nature
and that one of its essential features is not to leave material traces, and thus
ultimately to disappear. At the same time, other theorists such as Philip Auslander,
Barbara Clausen and Amelia Jones re-defined performance art as an art form
which does have a material dimension. They understand performance art as a hybrid
artistic medium which includes a diverse range of production, documentation,
archiving, reception, research and communication practices. The key issue here
is the reciprocity between the event and its perception, between staging and do-

cumentation, between the performers and the audience, which gives a material
dimension to the performative act. Indeed, Auslander argues that the performativity of its documentation is what makes a performance appear as art, and not
the presence of an audience.
Thus, this project intentionally understands the material representation of dance
and performance, which are live art forms, as a living and self-evident artistic act,
and not as a "betrayal“ of the spirit of performance as a singular and ephemeral
event.
Station #2: Lab
“Station #2” took the form of a week-long art lab at Tanzfaktur in Cologne in
February of this year. It included both workshops and the first video shoots. The
renowned French choreographer Boris Charmatz shot a film about a “Choreography of the Future” with the project participants; the rehearsal process was
explicitly the topic of this art film. The director of Deutscher Bühnenverein, Rolf
Bolwin, held a lecture on the legal issues of copyright, shared authorship and
shared copyright in the context of artistic documentation.
Station #3: Film and Exhibition
The artistic contributions of the participants, who worked in various individual
constellations, were completed by the beginning of June. The artists‘ interest
was largely directed at the simultaneous and transdisciplinary development and
realisation of performance and filmed artistic documentation. The participants
decided to produce an art film summarising the project, “Concrete Park“. It is
an artistic reflection on the entirety of the process, and includes the individual
contributions of the participating artists, mainly in their entirety, although some
longer pieces have been excerpted. A manifesto on artistic documentation and a
live radio project were also produced, which can be seen and experienced during
the final phase of the project – “Station #3“ – at the exhibition at Galerie Ebensperger/Luxoom Lab Berlin. During the weekend of the exhibition, the project
participants will also conduct discussions with renowned experts and colleagues
– Janez Janša (SI), Bettina Knaup (DE) and Sandra Umathum (DE).
The film “Concrete Park“ is embedded in an exhibition display containing objects
which appear recurrently in the film, such as a revolving stage, exercise mats,
wooden chairs, tripods, spotlights, a blue screen, a dolly with rails for tracking shots.
These props, studio elements and pieces of technical equipment determine and
enable both the specific movements of the performers and their representation
in space.
The audience finds itself in a situation in the gallery which resonates with the
material of the film. The audience members experience their own movements and
positions in a similar framing as that of the performers in the recordings.

Documentation
The project was documented in detail by the young dance theorist Alexandra
Hennig. A wealth of artistic and academic background material can be found on
the website of the project: www.capturingdance.de.
This concludes the Capturing Dance project. It is already clear that the project
created intensive interdisciplinary collaborative relationships which – as can be
expected rather than hoped – lead to a productive future for documentation as
an active artistic practice in the field of dance and performance art.
Sigrid Gareis, project mentor

Program
station#3
Friday 24.6.2016 7:00 pm-1:30 am
7:00 pm

Vernissage

7:30 pm

Premiere of the film »Concrete Park«

9:30 pm

DJane Bella Cuts

Saturday 25.6.2016 12:00 am - 6:00 pm
12:00 am

Exhibition opening

1:30 pm

Dialogue #1
Bettina Knaup (curator) in conversation with the project participants
Christina Ciupke, Miriam Gossing and Lina Sieckmann

3:00 pm

Dialogue #2
Janez Janša (artist, theoretician) in conversation with the project
participants Krzysztof Honowski, Yuebing Luo and Walter Solon

4:30 pm

Dialogue #3
Sandra Umathum (professor for theatre studies, dramaturge) in conversation with the project participants Lulu Obermayer, Benjamin
Ramírez Pérez and Enrico D. Wey
Dialogues in the basement of Galerie Patrick Ebensperger / Luxoom
Lab

Akseli Aittomäki & Mariana Bártolo
E x p e r i m e n t s fo r a m o v e m e n t - bod y a n d a
c a m e r a - bod y
We explore the relationship between two performing bodies and two persons in a
situation where the presence of cameras is an essential part of the relationship.
One wields a camera and the other does not, while both are simultaneously performing, dancing and producing images. It is a game in which there is very little
distinction between process, product and documentation. We do not rehearse, and
we can only dance and record simultaneously. This is not about producing a dance
film or archiving a live performance, but exploring the play between us, while being
in a process with the image.

Concept, Performing, Cinematography, Editing: Mariana Bártolo, Akseli Aittomäki; also featuring
performing by Lyllie Rouvière

Mariana Bártolo & Janine Iten
U n k n o w n so u r c e
In opposition to an omnipresent visual controlled reality, this project focuses on
radio waves as a medium of (live) documentation in practice. The notion that sound
can be everywhere (in space) and nowhere (visible) is inherent to radio transmission.
This allows us to overcome the boundaries of space and to open up our mental
imagery. Our aim is to reflect on invisibility, “liveness“, unknown sources and
gloominess.

Christina Ciupke
&
Benjamin Ramirez Pérez
a bo v e a n d b e n e a t h
A movement is taken from a film still. The person, who picks up the movement,
continues the original action, which had previously been interrupted in the film
still. From this point on, the action takes a different course. In a further step, it is
transferred to a different context and re-recorded on film. Two layers of movement
alternately foreground and background: on the surface and beneath. The camera
captures the surface and keeps on watching carefully. Calm and objective. Waiting
to catch what comes next with a logic that remains hidden. The uncomfortable feel
of somebody's breath sitting behind me, the smell of the day before, the reflection
of light on somebody`s back in front of me. The image shifts.
Christina Ciupke on documentation
»In my artistic practice I use documentation as memory, as information and as a
source to spark further ideas. Within a collaboration it can also be an independent
artistic medium and interface, where different approaches and forms of expression
are linked and interact. When I am working on movement-composition, documentation becomes a tool that gives me the opportunity to balance my inner sense of
timing and dynamics from an external point of view.«

Performance, Concept and Realization: Christina Ciupke & Benjamin Ramírez Pérez
Cinematography: Felix Zilles-Perels | Editing: Benjamin Ramírez Pérez

Hannah Dörr & Yuebing Luo
Roo m of E y e b a l l
Seagalogist asked: Why do people with one eye supposedly see in 2D? I can cover
one eye and still see depth of field, why?
Ivybridge80 answered: I have one eye (…) I have a hell of a time judging the distance
of oncoming traffic if I'm looking straight at it. However, put me at an angle to
something and I can judge distance very well. Perspective plays a huge role in
knowing distance.
This project explores an alternative modality of how two-dimensionality can be
conceived. Enigmatic flatness: 1 image, constant adjusting, removal of depth;
limited expansion; 2 players: the light and the body; 1 observer: camera lens as
an eyeball. The image that is being sent to the eye is actually a distinct 2D image
for each eye. The brain then uses that, along with other sensory data (and a fair
amount of imagination) to conjure a 3D scene in our mind: an image/idea that
you “see“. With changes in colour gradient, tone, contrast and intensity, the light
continues feeding the thread of presence of the body, altering the visual constellation of the moment. It inverts and concentrates the image with an alternately
mechanical and dramatic quality (in and out of togetherness, in and out of emotion).
Light becomes alive, in the room with the body, creating a story of rhythm.
Hannah Dörr & Yuebing Luo on documentation
»Dance is captured through the eye or through the camera lens, both construct
image ideas and very different physical characteristics and regularities. Our project
focuses on the physical limits of the eye in capturing a dance and how this can be
transcribed precisely onto a visual frame.«

A film by Hannah Dörr & Yuebing Luo | Lightning: Stefan Eisenburger

Hannah Dörr & Lisa Müller-Trede
rusting with ventilation
It might be too short to understand the document sometimes. The frame is too
heavy on the motion picture and the body joined in.
Hannah Dörr & Lisa Müller-Trede on documentation
»Through looking at what was done the body no longer moves from the inside but
from the outside as well? It then moves with hindsight and sometimes at a different
velocity from then on.«

A film by Hannah Dörr & Lisa Müller-Trede

M i r i a m Goss i n g & L i n a S i e c k m a n n
S WIMMINGP O O L
A video piece on representations of gender in the history of film and on a performative series of movements at swimming pools. The piece analyses the representation in film of conversations about relationships at swimming pools, and re-stages
them with two performers at a private indoor pool. The pool, like the two performers,
is transformed during the course of the film. The silvery blue day turns into a humid
night in which gender boundaries are blurred.

Experimental film, 16 mm to HD | Directed by, Script, Concept, Editing: Miriam Gossing & Lina
Sieckmann | Performance: Johannes Scheeren, Min Jung Cho | Cinematography: Christian Kochmann

M i r i a m Goss i n g , L i n a S i e c k m a n n &
Lulu Obermayer
V i ss i D ‘ A r t e
Vissi D‘Arte
Ich lebte für die Kunst
I lived for Art
Vissi D‘Amore
Ich lebte für die Liebe
I lived for Love
Non feci mai male ad anima viva
Tat keinem Lebewesen etwas zuleide!
I never did harm to a living soul!
Singer and artist Floria claims in the second act of Puccini‘s Tosca to have lived
only for art and love, without harming any living souls. What a profound and impossible statement to make and to live by! Based on a looped 30s sequence of the
aria Vissi d‘Arte, the film revolves around female subjectivity, the audience‘s gaze
and the stage as a motif.
A female performer strikes poses of non-compliance within the laconic setting of
an empty film studio after shooting.

Directed by: Miriam Gossing & Lina Sieckmann | Script, Concept: Lulu Obermayer & Miriam Gossing
& Lina Sieckmann | Performance: Lulu Obermayer | Cinematography: Miriam Gossing & Lina Sieckmann | Editing: Miriam Gossing & Stefan Ramírez Pérez

Peter Haas
Saturdays
Saturdays is a short film showing some events set in my parents‘ garden. While
my father is mowing the lawn, a typical thing to do on a warm summer Saturday,
five dancers perform fragments of Yvonne Rainer‘s choreography “Trio A“. The movements begin when the motor of the lawn mower starts and end when my father
finishes. Like a fragment from a rediscovered home movie, ‘Saturdays‘ is built of
traces and interferences. The disruptive sound of the lawn mower interacts with
the atmosphere of the garden and distorts the harmony you might expect such a
space to produce.
Peter Haas on documentation
»Thinking about the concept of Capturing Dance, I realized that the ability to capture
something is not only based on the ability to succeed in this process, but also on
potential failure. This means letting things go. For a filmmaker, letting go might mean
reducing a 3-dimensional space to a moving picture or letting go of the decision to
shoot something or not, as well as the selection in the editing process. But even
more importantly, letting go becomes meaningful when you understand that even
a captured danced does not behave like a permanent object. It immediately ceases
to be present. It becomes part of the past, grows old and wasted.«

Directed by: Peter Haas | Performance: Miriam Rieck, Lena Kunz, Luca Engel, Sven Ott, Walter Haas,
Peter Haas | Camera: Hannah Platzer | Assistant: Thomas Reul, Hammed Mohammadi | Editing:
Peter Haas | Dolly & Grip: Peter Lange | Type of film: VHS home movie

K r z y sz t of Ho n o w s k i & L u l u O b e r m a y e r
Our Payment History
Our Payment History is a conceptual negotiation between Krzysztof Honowski and
Lulu Obermayer. Over the course of a series of emails and face to face conversations, the two created a choreography for the performance of intimacy. The work
presupposes that you will never be able to capture a moment, much less explain
it to anyone else. However, that will not stop you from trying.

A work by Krzysztof Honowski & Lulu Obermayer

Janine Iten
Mo v i n g bod i e s
Moving bodies is a mix of sketches filmed in the studio, sequences performed for
the camera and captured movement phenomena. It focuses on how space can be
broken up and redefined. The relationship between the performer‘s own body and
other physical bodies that are used, constructed and activated is central to the
piece. A loose dialogue is established to explain how these bodies behave, develop,
move with respect to the performer and the camera. The performer wonders how
bodily perception works and Wikipedia answers with (pseudo-)scientific descriptions
of physical phenomena.The camera and the performing body can interchangeably
be seen as the activator of the moving bodies.
Janine Iten on documentation
»Documentation plays an essential part in my own artistic work, not only after an
event or a performance but also before and during it. The use of the camera as a
capturing device is fundamental because video material has different potential than
the material of a live event. For example, it is possible to edit a video: to expand and
rig space and play with time in a different way.«

Concept, Performance, Cinematography, Editing: Janine Iten | Text: Wikipedia | Recordings: Read
by Jenna from texttospeech.com

Liad Hussein Kantorowicz &
Benjamin Ramírez Pérez
Embellishments
Focusing on embellished surfaces of bodies, objects and architectures, both
a conflation and transposition of different performative approaches and cinematic strategies, images and fantasies tied to stage performance takes place.
Re-enactments and re-readings of highly specific and subjectively chosen
reference points - ranging from 1970s cinema to a Beyoncé pop concert - are
layered on top of each other, intertwine, become at times unrecognizable and
form a new entity.
Benjamin Ramirez Pérez on documentation
»The camera, its movement and framing, as well as the rhythm and (in)coherence
of the editing are actors in their own right that can be choreographed in relation to
a recorded event and place. I therefore work with cinematic strategies that foreground staging and artificiality: Color and surface can convey affect in a way that
is usually associated with the witnessing of a live event. I intend to shift the understanding of the viewer’s perception away from the notion of comprehending cinematic
space through looking only and instead aim to emphasize a more haptic mode of
reception.«

Performance: Liad Hussein Kantorowicz | Director, Editor: Benjamin Ramírez Pérez | Artistic Assistance: Stefan Ramírez Pérez | Director of Photography: Marie Zahir | Focus Puller: Jule Cramer,
Martin Paret | Key Grip: Chantal Bergemann | Gaffer: Mahmoud Belakhel | Lighting Technicians:
Christian Kochmann, Martin Paret

Yuebing Luo & Felix Zilles-Perels
MOdest Spectacle
This project stems from a concept and branches off into two versions. We are curious
how the camera as the means and the video as the ‘end product’ alter the production
and interpretation of movement, especially if human and non-human subjects are
at play. Instead of imposing ready-made movement materials onto a video work,
we set a condition by which the movement of a body and of an object is generated
and perceived in a specific way, determined by what the camera is capable of. In
other words, the camera sets the limits, assigns priorities, and determines the
relationships between the body, the object and the space. The camera can bypass
totality, and thus provides a basis for playing with opacity. Departing from this motif,
we hide the body part in which the agency of movement primarily resides and try
to emphasize the expressive effect of the object. With a predetermined frame and
camera focus, the condition of the first realised version is that the lower body is
placed on a rotating platform and the upper body is committed to the task of
keeping the object in a centre and upright position. In the second version, there is
only a black light below the camera and everything not responsive to its light wave
is concealed. Movement and a fresh perception of movement is produced by using
enlarged details, negotiations of presence, failure and management of orientation.
The object turns uncanny and becomes a playmate to a ‘modest’ body part.
Yuebing Luo & Felix Zilles-Perels on documentation
»Departing from the motif of concealment, this project explores how documentation
can reset priorities within the image production of a performance. By stipulating a
visual condition, the camera aims to intensify certain tensions and reveal relationships in the dance while all the rest is released from the capturing process. This
makes a sphere of suspended effect emerge.«
A film by Yuebing Luo & Felix Zilles-Perels | Additional camera: Paul Faltz | Grip: Bela Usabaev

Şirin Şimșek & Lulu Obermayer
Studio Visit
The body is worth everything, because nothing else is worth so much: so much time,
effort, new asceticism. The spread of physical maintenance sports, (...) confirms
that the body has become material, a plastic substance that should lend itself to
being changed, modelled to project the desired image. (...)
My body is my own property, my own responsibility; I choose it, mark it, distinguish
it, shape it to my will; and I can degrade, mutilate or damage it if I want.
Hervé Juvin, The Coming of the Body

¸
¸
¸
The video piece Studio Visit by Sirin
Simsek
shows a young woman at a gym in
Cologne at night. The protagonist of these images is Berlin-based performance
artist Lulu Obermayer. The elliptical machine, the treadmill, the weight bench are
all technical devices which prompt users to do repetitive movements. They are
supposed to be used in a very specific way. Obermayer creates tension in the room
by repeating rhythmic movements, which the viewer is able to experience visually.
We watch.
¸
¸
¸
Lulu Obermayer & Sirin
Simsek
on documentation
»Documentation, which turns a single moment into a series of moments, is to be
put to the test by observing the repetitive things that happen.«

¸
¸
¸
A film by Sirin
Simsek
with Lulu Obermayer

Felix Matthias Ott
Head Piece
In this video Felix Matthias Ott starts out from the sculptures of F.X. Messerschmidt
and translates them into the medium of video-choreography. Shot in Cologne in
2016, the Head Piece builds an intimate relationship with the observer and tries
to penetrate the surface of the screen. Three bodiless busts protrude from the
darkness; two males frame the central female character. They go through an
ecstasy of permutated synchronicity together, each head simultaneously being a
transmitter, a medium, and a receiver. When everything is a mask, nothing is a
mask. The magnified micro noise of breathing structures the choreography of this
triptych, serving as a metronome for the slow, hyper-controlled motion.
As the civilised surface of the face is gradually ruptured by its cavities, the still
masks of Messeschmidt are set in motion, oscillating between extremities and
exploring them, through decompressions and distension towards maximum compression and the following release. To wear the mask means to be it. By submitting
to its form, the participant of the choreography becomes a part of the bigger narrative: she becomes the container of this shape, embodying the narrative. In this
piece the head is pushed to the limits of its facial integrity, until it becomes hard to
trace the emotions it depicts. In their extremity, surprise and fear converge.
Felix M. Ott on documentation
»Art is to me the glorification of the human spirit, and as such it is the cultural
documentation of the time in which it is produced.«

Concept, Editing, Cinematography: Felix Mathias Ott | Performance: Valentin Tszin, Saori Hara,
Enrico D. Wey | Sound: Alex Kassian | Text: Maru Mushtrieva | Technical Support: Benjamin Brix |
3 channel video, Full HD, colour

W a l t e r S o l o n & V a l e n t i n Tsz i n
D e t a c h m e n t M i ss i o n s
Shot in Lisbon during six days in March 2016, the video Detachment Missions has
Butoh performer Valentin Tszin improvise and interact with an array of natural and
urban environments, architectures and social groups. The highly cinematic, fiction
film-like cinematography by Walter Solon consists of mostly long observational
shots framing the performer as being thrown into the world, becoming non-human
and communing with a multitude of urban and natural choreographies.
Walter Solon & Valentin Tszin on documentation
»This hybrid documentation of Tszin’s improvised performance in and reacting to
public space, textures for dancing and audiovisual phenomena simultaneously
creates and captures a perception gap – a gaze zone – in the daily rhythm of the
city by including passers-by, the hasty movement of the Tejo’s tide, the nostalgic
waves of the Atlantic, fishermen on the beach, the sun, palm trees and abandoned
renovation works as (un)aware extras and protagonists, landscape and studio,
choreographers and performers of this fictional-documentary-poetry-dance-film.
There is, of course, a specific materiality to this film, in the sense that it uses video
technology and the language of film to render and transform an ephemeral live
performance with no audience other than the filmmaker into an autonomous artistic
artefact.«

A film by Valentin Tszin and Walter Solon

Enrico D. Wey
On An Animal
A manifest is an ongoing text-based document regarding the elusive nature of dance
and the perceived desires to document it.
The work is cyclical: an accumulation of knowledge in the rumination process
and simultaneously an acknowledgement of the fragility of this knowledge – that
through the ‘capturing’ of dance, in this case compared to an animal or beast, one
is, in effect, executing a complex operation that honours the power of the subject,
but also extinguishes that selfsame power.
The document structurally functions as a list – manifest – as one would catalogue
the cargo on a vehicle ready for transport. Not to be confused with manifesto, these
are not bold statements. They are raw and mutable, meant to be chewed on and
spit out, in the active process of which one may hope to see further.

Biographies
Akseli Aittomäki is studying Solo/Dance/Authorship at HZT Berlin and approaches
performance making as a form of experimental and experiential contemplation
on desire, ontologies, social structures and ethics. His stage works often involve
engagement with the intensity of physical performing as well as written or spoken
philosophy. He likes to write, live and dance his head off. His work poses questions
about the nature of agency and meaning. Akseli also began working with video
recently, making short experiments in film. www.massescape.net
Mariana Bártolo was born in 1987 in Porto. She lives and works in Cologne. She
graduated with a degree in Dance from Escola Superior de Dança (Lisbon) and
attended the Program for Research and Choreographic Creation (PEPCC) of the
Forum Dança, as well as the 2nd year of Drawing at Ar.Co, Independent Art School
(Lisbon). She is a founding member of Maia Film Club (Porto, Portugal) and develops
works in film, photography, video, drawing and performance.
Christina Ciupke is a performer and choreographer based in Berlin. In her artistic
practice she develops projects in collaboration with artists from dance and other
disciplines. Her projects include kannst du mich umdrehen (2011), wait and see
(2012), undo, redo and repeat (2014), life and death of a melody (2016). From 2003
to 2004 she was guest artist at the Center for Art and Media (ZKM) in Karlsruhe.
She graduated from the Master of Choreography program at the Amsterdam
Theater School in 2013. She has worked with composer Boris Hauf, visual artist
Lars Ø Ramberg, choreographers Nik Haffner and Mart Kangro, filmmaker Lucy
Cash and dramaturge Igor Dobricic.
Hannah Doerr works as a filmmaker and video artist for theatre. She started off
with her own video works at P14, the young theatre group at Volksbühne Berlin.
She later worked as the assistant of Kathrin Krottenthaler (C. Schlingensief),
Stefan Bischoff (S. Baumgarten) and others and as director‘s assistant to Frank
Castorf. She studied Experimental Photography with Josephine Pryde at the UDK
Berlin (2010-2012) and Film at KHM (2012-2015). Her video works were shown
at HAU 1 Berlin, Radialsystem Berlin, Oper Bonn, Maxim-Gorki Theater, amongst
others. She is curator of the “Theatralfilm-Festival” in Cologne.
Miriam Gossing was born in 1988 in Siegburg (GER). Lina Sieckmann was born in
1988 in Engelskirchen (GER). From 2009 to 2015 they studied at the Academy of
Media Arts Cologne with Prof. Matthias Müller, Prof. Phil Collins and Prof. Sophie
Maintigneux. In 2015 they received a diploma with distinction for the film “Ocean
Hill Drive“. They have been guest students at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf with
Prof. Rita Mc Bride since 2016. As a duo, Miriam Gossing and Lina Sieckmann have
produced several experimental films on 16mm film, investigating urban and private
architectures, hyperreal sceneries and surfaces of desire.
Peter Haas was born in 1992 in Cologne. He has been a student at the Academy
of Media Arts Cologne since 2013. His focus is on working with text and language,
he writes short stories and creates audiobooks. He is involved in the production
of documentary movies on topics like inclusive schools, early music and public

architecture. He is a beginner in contemporary dance and works as an assistant
in several feature films. He lives and works in Cologne.
Saori Hara was born in 1988 in Japan. She is a performer and visual artist. She
works with a diverse range of media, including movement, film, light, sound and
drawings. She is currently studying Solo/Dance/Authorship at HZT Berlin.
Krzysztof Honowski studied at the University of Cambridge and later at the Slade
School of Fine Art. His first solo presentation of image-objects and performances
took place in 2015 at the CASE Projektraum der Fotografie, Cologne. His performance
works have been presented at the Barbican Centre, the Zabludowicz Collection
(both 2015, London), Kunsthalle Düsseldorf (2015), Mica Moca Project (2011, Berlin),
and Athens Museum of Queer Arts (2016), amongst others. Group presentations
include Assembly Point (2016, London), Landesvertretung NRW (2015, Brussels)
and Baustelle Schaustelle (2015, Essen).
Liad Hussein Kantorowicz studies Solo/Dance/Authorship at HZT Berlin. She is a
performance artist, activist and a perpetual migrant. She works on de-exotifying
and de-mystifying the positions of so-called sexual or political deviants and by
extension minority rights, migration, anti-apartheid/anti-Israeli occupation, queer
issues and sex work. In Watch Me Work, she explored the intersection of live webcam sex work and feminism. Democracy in Israel, a live performative intervention
dealing with elections, democracy, ‘choice’ and BDSM, was performed on the streets
and voting polls on Israel’s election day. Her current research project Terrorism
is for Everybody aims to contest the term ‘terrorism’ through queer performative
tactics.
Janine Iten is a Swiss visual artist and performer who studied fine art at Hochschule der Künste in Berne, Switzerland. Between 2011 and 2013, she started to
use her own body as material for her work and created several solo performances,
shown in public spaces and at festivals. In 2013 she took part in the Dance Intensive program of Tanzfabrik Berlin. In collaboration with Zihan Zhou she created
the piece Happiness, which was shown at JuliDans festival 2015. She is currently
studying Solo/Dance/Authorship at HZT.
Yuebing Luo worked as an independent artist in China before studying Solo/Dance/
Authorship at HZT. Her practice focuses on performance art fused with video works
and installations. The question of how the individual relates to the material world
is at the centre of her work. Her works examine the action, affect and transformability of objects and mechanisms in everyday life which contain the body. Her works
have been presented at festivals & theaters such as Maison de la Danse, Hellerau
European Centre of the Arts, Mousonturm, Seoul International Dance Festival,
Yokohama Dance Collection, Guangdong Dance Festival.
Lisa Müller-Trede studies Solo/Dance/Authorship at HZT. She performed and
exhibited at the Performing Arts Festival Berlin (2016), the Downey Mansion in
Chicago (2015), the Ngorongoro Artist Weekend Berlin (2015), the Independent Art

Fair New York (2014), Site:Lab in Grand Rapids (2014), Tanz im August (2013),
Venice Biennale (2013), Kunstverein Hamburg and at the Bundeskunsthalle Bonn.
She often collaborates with John Bock. She studied Communication Science at
Universität Wien and Drama at Konservatorium Wien.
Lulu Obermayer studies Solo/Dance/Autorship at HZT and lives in the Arthouse
KuLe in Berlin. She received her Bachelor of Honours from the Contemporary
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